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CRM Challenges 
That SMEs Face 
Based on our conversations with 
SME clients across multiple industries 

Lack of Timely Support  

"My issues don't get resolved effectively 
or in a timely fashion. For most CRM 
platforms, enterprises take priority over 
small business needs like mine.”

High Total Cost of Ownership 

“I chose a reputed CRM brand to help 
drive my growth plans. But long-term 
costs like an increase in user access 
numbers and feature upgrades are 
breaking the bank.”



CRM Challenges 
That SMEs Face 
Based on our conversations with 
SME clients across multiple industries 

Product Adoption & Usage
Issues 
“My employees did not get proper 
onboarding & training. Now they don't 
use the tool effectively which is derailing 
my growth plans.”

Lack of Organization-Product Fit 

“I am paying for features I don’t need or are 
too complex to follow. Plus, I am paying 
(extra) for features that are critical to me.”



Why You Will Love
Kylas CRM
Kylas is a Sales CRM designed specifically
for Growing Businesses. 

Onboarding & Training 
Program 

Kylas #TheHonestCRM 

Fixed Pricing & Unlimited
Users

Data Security

Responsive & Timely 
Support 



FEATURES



Lead Management
System

Capture leads using lead capture forms 

Capture Leads from 3rd party portals 

Import your Leads 

Analyze them by source 

Manage your lead pipeline 

Custom Fields on Leads 

 

Quickly capture your Leads from various sources, understand 
which ones to Convert into Deals & which ones to disqualify. 



Deal, Contacts & 
Companies Management 

Convert Leads to Deals, Contacts and 
companies 

Use smart filters for sharper Analysis 

Understand who is closing Deals faster 

Engage with Decision Maker

Manage Deals, their value and the win probability, get quick 
visual access to analyze them by pipeline stages. Use Kylas 
for true Account Based Marketing with multiple Contacts on 
a Deal. 



Sales Pipeline
Management 

Create different pipelines for different 
teams, for different products or various 
business units.  

Sort or Filter leads and deals by their 
closing date or win-probability. 

Ensure your sales leads and deals never go sideways with 
effective Sales Pipeline Management.



Data Management

Import or migrate data from other CRMs 
or Excel 

Export the data from the system 

Do bulk update on the data 

Safe and quick with steps to mitigate 
data replication 

Stay relaxed with complete control of your data.



Productivity & Collaboration 

Productivity Dashboard

Increase efficiency by seeing all task and 
updates on one dashboard

Customize the dashboard specific to your
requirements  

Closing a deal involves a lot of collaborative work with your 
team preparing pitches and sharing ideas continuously. 
Kylas can help your team stay organized and work together 
effectively. 
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Productivity & Collaboration 

Workflow Automation

Improve your productivity by automating 
redundant tasks
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Productivity & Collaboration 

Task Management 

Create tasks on Leads, Deals, Contacts 
or Companies 

Quick Dual Pane Access to Tasks for 
Navigation & Quick Action
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Productivity & Collaboration 

Notes & Comments 

Collaborate with the power of Notes 
and Comments
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Productivity & Collaboration 

Notifications &  Reminders
Stay on top of all tasks with In-App & 
Email Reminders

Delegate or Share Tasks
Efficiently Delegate Tasks to your Team 
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Engage your customers for better relationships and faster 
conversions. 

Customer Engagement 

Ready to Use Email  Integration 

Send emails directly from the app & track 
all your communication in one place
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Customer Engagement 

Email Templates

Create templates & automate emails 
and increase your productivity 
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Customer Engagement 

Meetings

Setup Meetings, online & offline, with 
your clients directly from the app 
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Customer Engagement 

Call Logging
Maintain manual call logs and ensure a 
record of offline calling activities as well
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Mobile Call Tracker 
Keep track of all sales calls and details, 
updated automatically into the CRM from
your mobile
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Customer Engagement 

Messages
View entire SMS conversation with any 
customer in the  Messages section of Kylas.
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Whatsapp 
View entire WA conversation
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User Access & Control 

Products & Services  

 
Manage all Products & Services you offer 
and allow team members to tag them
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User Access & Control 

Custom Fields  
Create unlimited fields on Leads, Deals,
Contacts, Products or Companies to 
ensure you can get all the relevant data 
points in place.  
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User Access & Control 

 User Roles & Profiles  
Customize which users in your 
organization have access to specific data 
and fields, control the information they 
can view & actions they can take.    
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User Access & Control 

Sharing Rules  
Create unique Sharing Rules that allow 
users and teams to share information 
and insights with other teams. 
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User Access & Control 

Team Management  
Create multiple teams and define their 
access points
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User Access & Control 

Records Sharing &  
Reassignment 
Help bridge the gap between different 
departments and teams by allowing team 
members to share critical data and 
insights with others  
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 Notification Settings  
Define which information and type 
requires immediate alerts  
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Salespeople love to access information on-the-go.  

Mobile APP 

An easy-to-use Mobile CRM makes it 
convenient for sales team to stay 
updated regardless of where they 
may be

Available for Android and IOS 



Kylas Marketplace 

Integrations 

Integrate Kylas with your existing business 
apps to make Kylas more powerful. 

Connect your business apps through 
Marketplace 

Use Kylas API to create your own apps



API Access 

Integrations 

Connect with various third-party platforms 
and tools for daily operations. 

This can, often, mean complicated routing
or interventions to gather data from 
various platforms. 

Simply integrate these platforms with 
Kylas and have the leads flow in 
automatically to Kylas account in real
time. 



We, at Kylas, understand that customer data is completely confidential 
and its protection from leakage is paramount.

Thousands of customers across the globe trust us with their data 
privacy and security.

We back ourselves up with robust data security and privacy practices 
that form an integral part of our product engineering and service 
delivery teams.

We follow the security principles based on OWASP standards right 
from design to delivery. Security is at the heart of how we build our 
products, secure your data and provide high availability all time.

Kylas has a dedicated secure environment and customer data is 
completely protected. Customers have access to their data and can 
extract their data at any given point in time.

Your Data is secure with Kylas.

Data Security



Value Proposition 

Unlimited Users (Fixed Price) 

Onboarding, Setup & Training included

Easy to Use 

Integrations Included 

24X7 Support 

All Features included 



Customized Product
Walkthrough 

Kylas offers a free and personalized
walkthrough

Our experts will guide you through
the entire feature set & walk you 
through the support channels 
available 

Product Training

Kylas offers free product training
sessions  

Our experts will help you setup,
configure and support tuned to 
your business's specific needs  

Business Expertise 

Kylas offers free product training 
sessions and continued guidance t
o derive the maximum benefit 

 Our experts will help you setup and 
configure Kylas for specific business 
needs 

Kylas Support 



With Kylas pricing, there are ZERO hidden costs, no red herrings to 
mislead you. 

Elevate to a higher level of performance with Kylas. 

**Free Trial - 15 Days Access | No bar feature access | No Limit Database 
Storage | No Limit File Storage

 

Unlimited Users

Free Onboarding and Training 

No Bar Feature Access 

100,000 Records  

100 GB File Storage

KYLAS PRICING
& ADVANTAGES

Elevate 

89,998/Year*




